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Home - Health advice and support - Health advice booklets


 HEALTH GUIDES AND BOOKLETS

Browse our guides, booklets, posters, factsheets and cookbooks to find the right resources to help you live a healthier life and reduce your risk of cancer.
 
As a charity we can provide 1 free print copy of a maximum of 3 different resources per UK household – but you can download all of our resources for free as well.
> Go to the order form
> Check out our resources for health professionals





 New factsheet

Get your FREE copy of our latest factsheet with all you need to know about alcohol and cancer

 The facts about alcohol
 







 




 5 simple steps to a healthier you

Practical tips that can help to reduce your risk of cancer and other preventable diseases

 Take the first step


 




 Could you live a more active life?

Our physical activity guide is for anyone wanting to be more active in their daily lives

 Step it up


 




 Weight matters for all

A guide for anyone wanting to lose weight or simply stop the pounds from creeping on

 Putting you in charge





 




 Health guide – just for men

Find out how men can be healthier and make common cancers less likely

 Go on – click!


 




 Health guide – just for women

Behaviour & environment are linked to cancers – but you can reduce your risk

 Be informed


 




 Protect yourself against cancer

Our popular guide to reducing your cancer risk dispels the myths and gives you the facts

 Find out the 10 ways





 




 Bowel cancer and how to prevent it

A common cancer in men and women – but one of the most preventable

 A clear guide for you


 




 Facts about fibre

Do you know how much fibre to eat each day? Find out how to fibre-charge your diet

 Get the facts


 




 Facts about processed meat

Ham fan? It’s time to learn the risks and find out about changes you could make

 Get the facts





 




 Know your portion sizes

A snazzy poster to help you keep on track with how much you’re eating

 What is a healthy portion size?


 




 What is a 5 A DAY portion?

A bright and colourful poster with info on how much fruit, veg and pulses to eat each day

 Pear-fect choice


 




 Making sense of food labels

How healthy is the food you buy? Use this guide to fill your trolley with goodness

 Guide to labels





 




 How to eat well during cancer

If you’re going through treatment, we can help with what to eat and coping with side-effects

 Resources to help you


 




 Healthy living after cancer

Helping people post-cancer keep healthy and reduce the chance of recurrence

 Latest evidence and advice


 




 Order a health guide today

All resources are free to download, or use our order form to request a copy in the post

 Here to help






CONTACT
World Cancer Research Fund is a registered charity in England and Wales (1000739). A company limited by guarantee. Registered company in England and Wales (2536180).
Registered address: 140 Pentonville Road, London, N1 9FW
Tel: +44 (0)20 7343 4200
Contact us
Media enquiries


































QUICK LINKS
Cancer helpline
 Activ8
 E-news
 BMI calculator
 Healthy recipes
 Preventing cancer
 Online shop
 Our network



SUPPORT OUR WORK
We receive no UK government funding and rely on your support
MAKE A DONATION




OUR MISSION
World Cancer Research Fund examines how diet, weight and physical activity affect your risk of developing and surviving cancer.
As part of an international network of charities, we have been funding life-saving research, influencing global public health policy and educating the public since 1982.
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